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Abstract—Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) systems have
gained significant importance in the remotely sensed hyperspec-
tral imaging community due to the increasing availability of hy-
perspectral data collected from different instruments. Spectral
unmixing has been a popular technique for not only interpreting
hyperspectral images but also retrieving them precisely from data-
bases based on information content. This is due to the fact that
the information provided by unmixing (i.e., the spectrally pure
components of the scene or endmembers, and their corresponding
abundance fractions) provides a very intuitive way to describe the
content of the scene in both the spectral and the spatial sense.
In this letter, we present a new computationally efficient CBIR
system for hyperspectral data (available online: http://hypercomp.
es/repositorySparse) which uses sparse unmixing concepts to re-
trieve hyperspectral scenes, based on their content, from large
repositories. The search is guided by a spectral library, which is
used as a guide to retrieve the data in a robust and efficient way.
Given the large size of libraries and the sparsity of the unmixing
solutions, the incorporation of sparse unmixing to the CBIR en-
gine brings significant advantages. To optimize its performance in
computational terms, the system has been implemented in parallel
by taking advantage of the computational power of commodity
graphics processing units. The proposed system is validated using
a collection of synthetic and real hyperspectral images, exhibiting
state-of-the-art performance.

Index Terms—Content-based image retrieval (CBIR), graphics
processing units (GPUs), hyperspectral imaging, sparse unmixing.

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the last years, hyperspectral remote sensing sensors

have collected a large amount of data from different lo-

cations, and there are several new missions under development

[1]. Hence, the incorporation of content-based image retrieval

(CBIR) [2] techniques into remote sensing data repositories
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offers significant advantages from the viewpoint of effectively

managing, storing, and retrieving large volumes of remotely

sensed data. Spectral unmixing [3], [4] has been shown to

be effective in the task of not only interpreting hyperspectral

images but also retrieving them from databases [5].

For instance, a spectral/spatial CBIR system for hyperspec-

tral images was described in [6] which exploits endmembers
(spectrally pure signatures [3], in spectral unmixing jargon)

and per-pixel endmember abundance fractions. These sources

of information are integrated into a dissimilarity measure that

guides the search for answers to database queries [7]. In this

context, each hyperspectral image can be characterized by a

tuple given by the set of extracted endmembers and the set of

fractional abundance maps resulting from an unmixing process

conducted using three stages [8].

A similar strategy is employed in [9], which presents a

parallel heterogeneous CBIR system for efficient hyperspectral

image retrieval using spectral mixture analysis. This system

extracts endmembers and estimates abundances from each im-

age of the database and from an example image used for

searching. Therefore, the query is designed to compare the

spectral information of an example image for searching to that

of the images from the database. In addition, the system is effi-

ciently implemented for heterogeneous networks of computers,

possibly distributed among different locations.

Recently, Sevilla and Plaza [2] presented a web-based system

which manages a digital repository of hyperspectral image

data, allowing for the upload and retrieval of images through a

CBIR engine based on spectral unmixing concepts. The system

has been efficiently implemented in parallel using graphics

processing units (GPUs) [5]. The techniques used to implement

the CBIR engine are based on the extraction of endmem-

bers directly from the available scenes, which presents some

challenges.

1) First, if the spatial resolution of the sensor is not high

enough to separate different pure-signature classes at a

macroscopic level, the resulting spectral measurement

can be a composite of individual pure spectra which

correspond to materials that jointly occupy a single pixel.

In this case, the use of image-derived endmembers may

not result in accurate fractional abundance estimations

since, in this case, it is likely that such endmembers may

not be completely pure in nature.

2) Second, mixed pixels can also result when distinct mate-

rials are combined into a microscopic (intimate) mixture,

which is independent from the spatial resolution of the

sensor. In this scenario, the use of image-derived spectral
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TABLE III
PROCESSING TIMES (IN SECONDS) AND SPEEDUPS ACHIEVED FOR THE

GPU IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SPARSE CBIR SYSTEM

(USING THE FULL USGS SPECTRAL LIBRARY)

TABLE IV
PROCESSING TIMES (IN SECONDS) AND SPEEDUPS ACHIEVED FOR THE

GPU IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SPARSE CBIR SYSTEM

(USING DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF SIGNATURES FROM THE

USGS SPECTRAL LIBRARY)

conducting the cataloging process over the AVIRIS Cuprite

scene using different numbers of signatures in the USGS

library. As shown by Table IV, the cataloging times (and

speedups) increase notably with the number of spectral signa-

tures used in the library. These results can be compared with

those reported in [2], in which the unmixing chain used to

catalog the AVIRIS Cuprite scene took 4.012 s in the same

GPU architecture. These results suggest that the sparse CBIR

system implemented in GPUs is more computationally effec-

tive, particularly for a very large number of spectral signatures.

Moreover, the sparse CBIR system can obtain all the needed

information relevant to a query in just one execution, while

the unmixing-based approach in [2] needs to execute sev-

eral algorithms (which implies several downloading/uploading

transactions).

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE LINES

In this letter, we have described a CBIR system which

takes advantage of sparse unmixing techniques for the process

of cataloging and retrieving hyperspectral scenes from large

hyperspectral repositories. The use of sparse unmixing offers

an important advantage: The generation of metadata and the

CBIR process can be guided by a spectral library of laboratory-

measured endmembers instead of endmembers extracted from

the hyperspectral image. Since the endmembers in the library

are acquired in ideal conditions, this allows for a more re-

liable process for the generation of metadata and image re-

trieval, circumventing problems related to the mixture problem

that have traditionally prevented the extraction of completely

pure spectral signatures from hyperspectral images. The sparse

CBIR approach also allows for a more robust catalog since the

metadata is not generated from a given image instance but from

a previously available spectral library with high-quality spectral

signatures measured in ideal conditions. As future extension

of the system, we will include other efficient implementations

of sparse unmixing algorithms and exploit other strategies for

GPU optimization, such as parallel streams. In addition, we are

working toward including the possibility of performing queries

based on the abundance of a given material in the database for

future developments of the system.
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